
 

 

 

 

 

  
Education 
LLB Global Law, Queen Mary University of London                            2020 — 

1st Year—Contract Law (2:2), Public Law (2:2), European Law (2:1), Law in an Online Context (1st). 

2nd Year—Public International Law (75% formative assess); Criminal Law (68% formative assess). 

BA (Hons) English, Queen Mary University of London                        2019 — 2020 

1st Class Honours. 

 

Legal Experience 

Intern at LEXA – Sociedade de Advogados          April — September 2021 
➢ Experience in how to draft advice notes, research legal developments and conduct presentations 

for staff. 
➢ My sense of solidarity and awareness of the community was enhanced through the pro bono 

interventions: representing low-income families, elderly-care homes, pet associations with no 
funding. 

➢ Highlighted how competitive the field of law is and put me in the legal driving seat. Provided me 
with a strong foundation of legal and business skills necessary to learn, develop and thrive both 
as a student and future lawyer. 

Intern at Fátima Feio Advogados                 December 2020 — January 2021 
➢ Focus on Internet and Criminal law. Assessing the Regulation and Enforcement of Online sexual 

offences. Consideration of the adaptation of global legal systems to a digital age. 
➢ Allowed me to enhance my written and oral advocacy skills: simplification of complex concepts 

when helping clients navigating through legal matters. 
➢ Once I gained litigation experience, I was entrusted with more important and independent tasks, 

consequently becoming more proactive and able to handle a variety of tasks without being 
prompted. 

Legal Assistant to Lawyer Liliana Macedo at VIA OUTLETS        June — September 2020 
➢ This experience made me realise my passion for the legal world and what ultimately made change 

to an LLB. 
➢ Participated in a Mergers and Acquisitions and Negotiation Challenges. Recognised by Partners 

for using my initiative during the team challenge. 
➢ This experience has taught me that I enjoy the thrill and adrenaline of corporate and commercial 

law, its fast-paced facet, and how it embraces the element of competition with open arms. 
 

Other Experience 
Volunteer for Education for Choice                October— 
➢ Educating East-London adolescents on sexual education and health. In creating a safe space for 

people to confide sexual traumas/violent past experiences, I developed an extensive framework 
of oral responsiveness and emotional reliability. 

Peer Mentor                     September— 
➢ Provided me with an extensive knowledge of the academic advising process and the challenges of 

student life. I possess great interpersonal and communication skills; therefore, it was easy to 
connect to juniors and design a training program for each. Students consider me a reliable 
resource who can break down the most complex topics. 

Volunteer at APAV                May 2021—  
➢ Upon the murder case of Valentina Fonseca, we pitched a new charitable branch dedicated to 

fighting domestic-violence during Covid-19. It was a reality-check in regards to themes of 
Exploitation and Slavery, and how they intertwine with domestic abuse. 

Event Manager at Festival das Novas Invasões                              September 2019, 2020, 2021 
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➢ Confidently oversee and assist in events, to deliver exceptional and high standard services at the 
Torres Vedras’ Museum and Bang Venue. I was head of the theatre department, which enhanced 
strong communication, team work and problem-solving skills. 

Volunteer for #RiseUpWithClaudieAmbassor               February 2019 
➢ Teamed up with Matilde Meyers for the global campaign in partnership with UNESCO in its 

commitment to supporting the Keystone Foundation — helping 100 women in India to diversify 
their revenue sources, whilst also improving their work environment. 

Piano teacher                       September 2018—June 2019  
➢ Tailored training programs for three autistic students. Strong logistic skills. Very rewarding: I felt 

my work was impactful on my pupils and their development each week was massive. I pushed one 
of the pupils to take the Trinity College piano exam, which she passed with merit. 

 

Achievements and Certificates 
➢ Participation in EUSTORY; won 4th place (September 2019). 

➢ Trinity College Piano Exam Grade 7, passed with Distinction (April 2019). 

➢ Alliance Française DELF B1, passed with Excellency (June 2018). 

➢ Native: Portuguese; Fluency: English, Spanish, French, Italian; Learning German. 

Interests 
➢ Being a member of the Jiu Jitsu Society acts as a mind-reliever from the student life pressure and 

made me develop a healthier mindset during my 1st of LLB. 

➢ Member of the Queen Mary Bar Society: inter-varsity mooting competitions/mock trials have 

made me overcome my anxiety of public-speaking and solidified my communication skills. I gained 

first-hand experiences and was exposed to a diverse array of barristers such as Robin White. 

➢ Being a Competitions Officer in the Criminal Justice Society has widened my social network (we 

have hosted HHJ Nick Cooke) as well as put into practice my events’ management skills for the 

benefit of others. 

➢ Because it has been confirmed to me that the Criminal Bar is where I want to end up, I regularly 

attend hearings at the Old Bailey so as to understand the framework of tribunal practice and how 

court rulings are decided. One of those hearings was the murder case of Jemal Ebrahim. 


